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Dance Suite
Leonard Bernstein (1918–1990)

_Dancisca_, for Antony (Antony Tudor)
_Waltz_, for Agnes (Agnes de Mille)
_Bi-Tango_, for Mischa (Mikhail Baryshnikov)
_Two-Step_, for Mr. B (George Balanchine)
_MTV_, for Jerry (Jerome Robbins)

**Beaumont Brass**
Justin Emerich, trumpet  Mason Rorapaugh, trumpet
Corbin Wagner, horn     Robert Ward, trombone
Philip Sinder, tuba

Sonata for Clarinet and Piano
_Grazioso – Un poco piu mosso_  
_Andantino – Vivace e leggiero_

Guy Yehuda, clarinet
Genadi Zagor, piano

*From I Hate Music! A Cycle of Five Kid Songs*
  _My Name is Barbara_
  _I Hate Music_

*From A Quiet Place*
  _Mommy, Are You There?_

*La Bonne Cuisine (Four Recipes)*
  _Plum Pudding_
  _Ox-tail Stew_
  _Tavouk Guenksis_
  _Rabbit at Top Speed_

*From Mass*
  _A Simple Song_

Melanie Helton, soprano
Zhihua Tang, piano

**INTERMISSION**
From *West Side Story*

Maria

Richard Fracker, tenor
Zhihua Tang, piano

Tonight

Melanie Helton, soprano
Richard Fracker, tenor
Zhihua Tang, piano

Symphonic Dances from *West Side Story*

Deborah Moriarty, piano
Zhihua Tang, piano